Signaling Change:
New Leaders Begin the Search for Economic Reform
Barry Naughton
Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang are now the two top leaders in China. Both
have moved quickly to break with the Hu-Wen Administration and signal
their support for dramatic new economic reforms. The structure of the new
Politburo Standing Committee appears to support their aspirations. Neither
Xi nor Li has yet committed to specific reform measures, and the obstacles
to reform are formidable. However, both Xi and Li have committed to a
process that will lead to the creation of a reform program by late 2013.

From the standpoint of economic reform policy, the outcome of the 18th Party Congress
was clear and unambiguous. The two top leaders, Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang, emerged
from the Congress with a substantial degree of room to maneuver. Both leaders quickly
displayed their willingness to break with what had become business as usual under Hu
Jintao and Wen Jiabao. Xi and Li, each in his own way, moved quickly to express their
intention to support a revitalized program of economic reform. Xi Jinping has received
most of the attention, which is certainly appropriate. Xi has brought a more direct and
personal style to the top job, a refreshing change of pace that has generally been
welcomed both in China and abroad, and has shown that he intends to keep an eye on
economics. Li Keqiang has also begun to signal his intentions. Although Li’s approach is
more understated—in part because he will not actually step in as Premier until the March
National People’s Congress meetings—his comments merit close attention. In this piece,
I examine the signals that both Xi and Li are sending; the nature of the power they have
to follow up on those signals; and the limitations in what we have seen so far. I predicted
in earlier issues of China Leadership Monitor that Xi, having indicated his desire for
more intensive reforms and a “top level design” for reform, would move quickly to
establish momentum for the economic reform process after his assumption of power. In
fact, this is exactly what has happened.1

Xi Jinping’s Signals on Economic Reform
While it should not be confused with actual policy-making, the signaling process is
extremely important. This can be seen in an analysis of the signals that Hu Jintao sent
exactly ten years ago, when he took over the top leadership position in December 2002,
and the signals Xi Jinping is sending today. In his first trip out of Beijing, Hu took the
entire Party Secretariat to visit Xibaipo (西柏坡) in Hebei, the last headquarters of the
Communist Party in 1949 before they seized power in Beijing. Hu read large portions of
Mao Zedong’s speech in Xibaipo, stressing the need to maintain the Party’s style of
honesty and plain living in the face of the arduous challenges to come after the seizure of
power.2 In retrospect, we can see that Hu’s signal in 2002 was an excellent guide to at
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least one strand of the policy direction he was to take over the next ten years: the reemphasis on Communist Party history and continuity, and the re-assertion of ideological
orthodoxy. Indeed, to a certain extent, the speech heralded a shift to the left in overall
government policy, which entailed an emphasis on redistributive social policy,
government guidance of the economy, and what turned eventually into an across-theboard stagnation of the market reform process. Although outside observers harbored
hopes that Hu Jintao was a closet reformer, he clearly signaled that he was not.
In the aftermath of the 18th Party Congress, Xi Jinping has sent signals that are almost
completely opposite to those sent by Hu Jintao in 2002. During his first public trip out of
Beijing, from December 7 through 11, Xi visited the Shenzhen and Zhuhai Special
Economic Zones and the cities of Foshan and Guangzhou, in Guangdong.3 The broad
symbolism of the trip was impossible to miss: Xi essentially recapitulated Deng
Xiaoping’s famous “Southern Tour” of 1992, which kicked off the intense and ultimately
successful round of economic reforms that transformed China during the 1990s. Xi laid a
wreath in front of Deng Xiaoping’s statue in a park in Shenzhen and planted a tree
nearby, all the while accompanied by retired officials who had also accompanied Deng.
Deng’s Southern Tour marked an end to the 1989-1991 retreat from economic reform
that occurred during the post-Tiananmen Leftist reaction. Implicitly, Xi would also mark
an end to a decade of reform stagnation. Newsstands in Beijing displayed magazine
covers highlighting the significance and parallelism of the trips, including at least one
Photoshopped cover showing Xi and Deng striding firmly towards each other. Just in
case anybody missed the Dengist associations, Xi visited the village Deng Xiaoping had
visited in 1984 when he reaffirmed the Shenzhen experience and pointedly dropped in on
a wealthy private business.4
In fact, the symbolism of Xi’s trip to Shenzhen extends well beyond the mere
recapitulation of a dramatic episode from China’s Dengist past. Deng’s Southern Tour
was already being discussed—it occurred exactly 20 years ago this spring—and its
significance was being reconsidered. Hu Shuli has recently published a long and detailed
account of the events around the 1992 Southern Tour, with the telling title “How were
reforms restarted?”5 The essential intent of this piece was to see what lessons can be
learned from a careful reconsideration of a period in China’s recent past that has direct
bearing on the present. An important pro-reform article was contributed by Zhou Ruijin,
who as the main Shanghai author behind the pseudonym Huang Fuping, played an
important role in forcing Deng’s hand in 1991-92 by enthusiastically propagating
remarks that Deng had made in small meetings.6 In the current article, Zhou emphasizes
the pro-reform significance of Xi’s trip, and even argues that the wording of the 18th
Party Congress Communique breaks new ideological ground.7
More important from the standpoint of signaling, the Guangdong trip develops and
reinforces the signals Xi began during the 18th Congress. The remark that Xi reiterates
most often is that “empty talk endangers the nation; only hard work achieves national
revival (空谈误国, 实干兴邦),” This remark is implicitly critical of Hu Jintao and his
administration, and perhaps for this reason is officially translated as "Empty talk is
useless, only hard work can achieve the revival of a nation" which sounds smoother but
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has less bite than the literal translation. Xi made this comment at the 18th Party Congress,
during his meeting with the Shanghai delegation, and repeated it when he took the new
Standing Committee on an outing to see the exhibit on national revival at the National
History Museum on November 30. But it turns out that the line itself is a quote from
Deng Xiaoping, made on his Southern Tour, as Xi noted when he repeated the slogan in
Guangdong.8 Deng used it in the context of his consistent view that theoretical
discussions and disputes over principles should be minimized. Deng’s comment was
subsequently erected on a welcoming billboard at the Shekou Industrial Zone, the
pioneering district of the whole Shenzhen Special Economic Zone.9 Xi has now more or
less adopted Deng’s phrase as the signifier of his own personal brand.
The Guangdong trip also served as an occasion for Xi Jinping to demonstrate that he
would follow the principles of “plain living” that he laid out earlier in the month. At the
first publicized Politburo meeting after the 18th Congress, on December 4, Xi laid out
“Eight Regulations” for the behavior of Party officials, explicitly beginning with
Politburo members themselves. The striking thing about these regulations is how concrete
they are: even in summary they include such things as: roads should not be closed to the
public for the convenience of official limousines during meetings; officials should not
stay in luxury hotels; delegations should not see people off at airports, etc., etc. Because
the regulations are concrete and related activity is apparent to the public, it is easy for
outsiders to monitor whether the new standards are being followed.10 Of course, Xi’s
behavior in Guangdong fit with the new rules, giving the official media a chance to
comment on the modest vehicles used, the lack of excess ceremony, and so forth. There
was also a striking photo of Xi sitting in a farmhouse with traditional Chinese religious
pictures on the wall.11 All of this clearly fit the image Xi was trying to project.
Xi’s signals during the first two months of his administration have been both well
orchestrated and well executed. Xi has signaled a new policy direction; he has clearly
differentiated himself from the Hu-Wen administration, and indeed implicitly leveled
rather severe criticism at the Hu-Wen era. Moreover, the direction of change is
unambiguous: more economic reform, more practical measures, and less bureaucratic
pomp and ceremony. Finally, Xi has managed to do this while taking steps to build his
own personal credibility and the credibility of his commitment to reform and change. The
signals are clear, and were successfully transmitted.

Xi’s Signals: Caveats and Qualifications
At the same time, it is important to look at the limitations apparent in what we have seen
in the first two months of the Xi administration. Xi had plenty of time to think about his
first couple of months, and all of this was doubtless well thought out for maximum
impact. Moreover, these are signals, not policy. In the speeches Xi has given, there is
nothing to suggest that the new administration has “hit the ground running” in terms of
actual policy formulation. Quite the contrary: Xi was apparently quite careful not to
commit himself to anything specific in the area of economic reform (or for that matter, in
most policy areas). Moreover, his message was carefully balanced, including both
economic reform messages and nationalist appeals. Xi’s nationalism includes a
commitment to a strong defense posture that is more explicit than previous leaders’
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declarations. At the Guangzhou Military Region Xi said, “to achieve the great
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, we must fully achieve both a rich country and a
strong army, and we must strive to build and consolidate our national defense and a
strong army.”12 These positions seem calculated to give him maximum appeal and
maximum flexibility. Not having committed himself to anything except intentions, he
retains extensive room to maneuver.
In addition, Xi Jinping is clearly not an economics specialist. He has plenty of experience
dealing with businesses in developed coastal provinces such as Fujian and Zhejiang. But
Xi was never deeply engaged in economic policy in his previous postings, nor did he
carefully follow the details of economic work. Thus, Xi’s engagement with economic
policy today will depend on his advisers: so far, he has chosen to rely heavily on Liu He
in the economic arena, and has chosen smart and capable younger advisers for his
personal support team.13 Xi brought with him to Guangdong a full team that might even
be termed a brain trust: Wang Huning (Politburo member and head of the Central Policy
Office); Li Zhanshu (Politburo member and head of the Party Secretariat Office); Zhu
Zhixin (office head of the Finance and Economics Leadership Small Group); and Liu
He.14 These people are working on an approach to a renewal of economic reform: they
don’t have one in hand. Still, there is no reason to doubt the seriousness of their
commitment.
With all the attention to the parallels to Deng Xiaoping, it was easy to miss the fact that
Guangdong and Shenzhen have a much more personal connection to Xi. Xi’s father, Xi
Zhongxun, was a top leader in Guangdong between 1978 and November 1980, and had as
much personal involvement in the establishment of the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone
as anyone. Moreover, Xi Zhongxun and Qi Xin, Xi Jinping’s mother, left Beijing in
1990, and stayed in Shenzhen, never returning to Beijing for anything more than brief
visits. One reason for this choice was clear enough: Xi Zhongxun had openly opposed
Deng’s moves to strip Hu Yaobang of power at the beginning of 1987, and had
sympathized with Zhao Ziyang with regards to the student protests at Tiananmen. In fact,
Xi Jinping apparently went to visit his mother while in Shenzhen, but this was only
briefly reported and quickly deleted by the official media.15 As far as sending signals is
concerned, Xi prefers to be sending Dengist signals at this time.

Li Keqiang’s Speech
Since Xi Jinping has clearly signaled his direction, but not tipped his hand in terms of
specifics, what about Li Keqiang? As it happens, less than a week after the 18th Party
Congress concluded, Li gave a talk that signaled with unusual clarity his approach to
problems of economic reform. Surprisingly, given the intensive and widespread
speculation about the new leadership, this speech has received relatively little attention,
even though it was extremely informative and straightforward. One official media
source—being a little over the top, to be sure—said that “if you had to use one word to
summarize Li Keqiang’s talk today, that word would be ‘reform,’ and if you had to use
two words, they would be ‘reform, reform,” and three words would summarize it as
‘reform, reform, reform.’”16 Looking beyond the hyperbole, a close examination of Li’s
remarks indicates that such optimism about Li’s intentions is not unreasonable.
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On November 21, Li Keqiang addressed a meeting of representatives of the eleven
national “Pilot Comprehensive Reform Zones.” In the choice of venue and in his remarks
themselves, Li gave a ringing endorsement of renewed market-oriented reforms. He
started out with a pungent remark: “Reform is like a boat beating against the current; if
you don’t move forward, you will slip backwards.” The clear implication here is that
China has been slipping backwards. With this statement Li draws a distinction between
himself and Wen Jiabao’s administration, of which he himself was a member. In this
speech, Li argues that China can reap a “dividend” from economic reform that will
replace the “demographic dividend” that China is losing as a result of population aging.
He goes on to say “Economic system reform up until today has run into many knotty
problems and has many loose ends; if we try to do everything at once, we will only
achieve half as much with twice the effort. But if we can find a break-through point
where a single action can trigger a systemic shift, then we can achieve twice as much
with half the effort….This break-through point will also follow a certain pattern….which
is to give to the market and to society all those things where the market and society
should play a role.”
These are casual remarks, but they reflect thoughtful consideration. Li Keqiang talks
about the need to take vested interests into consideration and find ways to reduce the
opposition of interest groups. In order to do so, “we have to be good at increasing
benefits, and adjust people’s expectations about future benefits, while at the same time
steadily and reliably adjusting the existing distribution of benefits…we need to
emphasize fair rights, fair opportunities, fair rules, in order to allow everybody to benefit
from their own effort.” The venue was a meeting of a heterogeneous group of
“experimental districts” each selected for a different reason, beginning with Shanghai’s
Pudong District, designed in 2005.17 Perhaps because of the venue, Li Keqiang pointed
out that while a “top level design” for reform is essential, it is not enough. China also
requires local-level experimentation to pilot new ideas and to make and correct mistakes,
to “clear away the thorns.”
In terms of a commitment to economic reform, Li Keqiang in this speech was clearly
making the right noises; far more important is the fact that he actually said the right
things. He was not just signaling renewed reforms, he was also communicating the fact
that he was prepared to grapple with the substantive issues of crafting, negotiating, and
passing a viable reform program. This is essential, because ultimately Xi Jinping will
pass the baton to Li Keqiang to actually implement any reform program. That baton has
not yet been passed, and perhaps cannot until Li becomes Premier next spring. The
process has begun, and both key top leaders have signaled their intention to move toward
dramatic market-oriented reforms. Can they deliver?

The New Standing Committee
The Politburo Standing Committee (PBSC) that emerged from the 18th Party Congress
will ultimately pass on all major policy initiatives. Commentary on the new PBSC has
been dominated by two points. First, the shrinkage of the Standing Committee from nine
to seven members will make decision-making a little less cumbersome, and potentially
“streamline” the process.18 Second, a large majority of the new PBSC members have
5
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strong factional ties to Jiang Zemin. Meanwhile, prominent reformers Wang Yang and Li
Yuanchao did not make it into the PBSC, which is definitely disappointing. Overall, the
personnel selection process reflects caution and has resulted in the selection of a rather
dull set of characters. Is this outcome actually negative for economic reform? In fact, it
may not be.
In the last issue of China Leadership Monitor, I sketched out a scenario that would be
conducive to economic reform: the PBSC would shrink to seven, and an “economics slot”
would be reinstated. Instead of having one out of nine Standing Committee members
running the economy (as has been the case recently), we would then have two out of
seven. In fact, this has occurred, but it did not happen in the way that I and others
envisaged. Writing a few months ago, I assumed that such a PBSC configuration would
include the elevation of Wang Qishan to the restored economic policy-making position.
This did not occur, and Wang Qishan was instead designated to head the important
Central Discipline Commission. According to many accounts, one of the factors that led
to Wang Qishan being named to the Discipline Commission was Li Keqiang’s desire not
to be overshadowed in economic policy-making. Wang Qishan is both a strong
personality and an accomplished, self-confident economist. Li Keqiang wanted to be the
clear leader in the State Council, and got his way. Li’s position is somewhat anomalous.
It has been widely reported that Hu Jintao would have preferred Li as top leader, and
promoted him in preference to Xi Jinping. However, Hu Jintao is widely seen to have
been the big loser in the succession arrangements, and now Li Keqiang is the only
member of the PBSC who has an unambiguous background in Hu Jintao’s “Youth
League” faction. That might imply that Li’s position is weak. Yet that does not seem to
be the case. In a sense, Hu Jintao seems to have concentrated his patronage on Li,
ensuring that he would get the working conditions he needed. In similar fashion, Hu’s
“full retirement”—his immediate retirement from the Military Commission in favor of Xi
Jinping—also contributes to an effective and complete handover of power to Xi. Put
together, Hu’s actions have contributed to a situation in which Xi and Li together have
relatively more decision-making authority and room to maneuver than Hu himself and
Wen Jiabao had. Hu directly or indirectly contributed to the shrinkage of the PBSC; the
concentration of economic authority in the hands of Li; and the full transfer of political
authority to Xi.19 It is also rumored in Beijing that Li will assume other important jobs in
the new administration.
Both Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang have a fairly high degree of legitimacy, insofar as it is
proper to talk of legitimacy in a self-propagating system without external accountability.
Both were thoroughly vetted, and placed on the successor track for a full five years; both
were considered to be qualified for the top job. If models of Chinese politics based on
two main factions are correct—that is, Li Cheng’s Coastal vs. Inland, or Princelings vs.
Youth League, or Jiang Zemin vs. Hu Jintao—then these two leaders each represent one
of the two main factions. These factional models are appealing precisely because they
simplify the situation, but they sometimes lose too much of the complexity, or are just
plain wrong. 20 In any case, these factional models really aren’t very helpful in predicting
policy outcomes with respect to economic reform, because it is not at all clear which
faction has the stronger commitment to economic reform. Jiang Zemin led China through
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a period of productive economic reforms that moved China dramatically forward in the
economic realm, so it makes no sense to associate Jiang’s faction with hostility to
economic reform. By contrast, China’s move to the market stalled out under Hu Jintao
and Wen Jiabao, even though Wen Jiabao is often considered the most “reformist” among
China’s current politicians. In any case, today the two top politicians from the two
different factions are united in their clear commitment to revitalize and restart marketoriented economic reforms. What about the other members of the top leadership body?

The Three Regional Leaders on the PBSC
The new PBSC is a peculiar body. It has three members who are provincial party bosses.
This is true in the immediate practical sense: Zhang Gaoli is Tianjin First Party Secretary;
Zhang Dejiang is Chongqing First Party Secretary; and Yu Zhengsheng is Shanghai First
Party Secretary. Three out of the four total Party bosses of the Municipalities directly
subordinate to the center have stepped up into the PBSC. This would be a remarkable
outcome, except that it is largely accidental. Since Bo Xilai imploded, and the leaders
running the transition decided to exclude Wang Yang (perhaps to balance out Bo’s
absence), these three Party bosses were all that were left. Between the three of them, they
have headed eight of China’s 31 province-level units. Moreover, all three are old enough
(over 63) that they are limited to a single term on the PBSC (Yu Zhengsheng is 67, while
Zhang Gaoli and Zhang Dejiang turned 66 in November).
None of the three has ever been accused of having a vision, or being a closet idealist. All
three have careers as competent, practical politicians, running local satraps and balancing
interests. They are typical pols, like the big city Democratic Party bosses of American
cities fifty years ago; Mayor Daley (the first) redux. Of the three, Yu Zhengsheng
probably has the best claim on some kind of personal accomplishment. After starting his
career in the electronics industry, Yu moved to Shandong to head the city of Yantai, and
then on Qingdao, which thrived during the 1990s while he was boss. Yu then did a stint
as Minister of Construction, from 1997 through 2001, which was just when housing
privatization was rolled out nationwide. Hardly a perfect process, it was at least a bold
step towards marketization. In Hubei from 2001 to 2007, Yu compiled a decent record,
and while not particularly popular as boss in Shanghai since 2007, he has at least
performed adequately in that difficult job. At a time when the term “princeling” can
sometimes be applied indiscriminately, Yu is the real deal. His extended family first
came to prominence at the end of the Qing dynasty. Yu’s father—who went by the
pseudonym Huang Jing—was a prominent Communist Party leader in the 1950s, and his
mother was on the Beijing municipal Party Committee in the 1960s. Yu Zhengsheng was
particularly close to Deng Xiaoping’s son Deng Pufang in the 1980s.21 However, the
family ties go well beyond this. Yu Zhengsheng’s great-uncle—his father’s uncle on his
father’s side—was Yu Dawei, Minister of Defense in the Republic of China on Taiwan
from 1954 to 1964.22 Yu’s family ties became a huge burden to him when his elder
brother, Yu Qiangsheng, defected to the United States from the Beijing security apparatus
during the mid-1980s. Many assumed this ended Yu’s chances of a top leadership
position, and perhaps it did—until last month.
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Zhang Gaoli is from Pujiang in Fujian, which means that he speaks the same Minnan
dialect that is spoken in Taiwan. Zhang’s career brought him through the petroleum
Ministry, into the Guangdong provincial planning apparatus, and then to First Party
Secretary of Shenzhen. He has worked hard to please his superiors at every job he has
had, and has generally succeeded in doing so. As Shenzhen boss, he coordinated with
Guangdong Party boss Li Changchun, a once-promising provincial party boss and strong
Jiang Zemin supporter who ended up wreaking havoc on China as head of a strengthened
Propaganda department. While in Shenzhen, Zhang Gaoli presided over the marriage of
his daughter to the son of wealthy Hong Kong businessman Lee Yin-yee (李賢義),the
founder of Xinyi Glass. Lee happens to come from an area of Fujian that adjoins Pujiang,
and has extensive business interests in Shenzhen.23 Zhang Gaoli was moved to Shandong
in 2001, where he seems to have presided over a general deterioration in political and
ethical standards, punctuated by the jailing of Chen Guangcheng (the blind activist who
fled to the U.S. embassy in 2011). Zhang moved to be head of Tianjin in 2007, where he
primarily presided over the expenditure of an enormous amount of money in the
construction of the Binhai special zone. The opportunity to spend so much money was
clearly not created by Zhang himself, but rather was a central government policy
generally credited to Wen Jiabao (a Tianjin native). Zhang did, however, seize the
opportunity and enthusiastically spent the money. It is reasonable to associate Zhang with
Jiang Zemin. In any case, the dominant motif of Zhang Gaoli’s career seems to be
opportunism. He has performed well enough to please his superiors in every job, has
taken care of himself, and squeezed into the PBSC at the last minute.
Zhang Dejiang is the character in the middle of these three. Like the other two, he is a
party boss, having served as head of Jilin, Zhejiang, Guangdong, and Chongqing (in the
wake of Bo Xilai). Zhang has been lucky: he presided over Guangdong from 2002
through 2007 during a period when a good economic base and a robust global economy
pushed the province’s GDP past that of Taiwan. He was Vice-Premier in charge of
industry and telecom at a time (2008 to 2012) when the money available for that post was
exploding. Zhang has a reputation as a utility hitter and crisis manager.
What impact will these three have? First, these three are not likely to play a strong role
constraining Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang. If the two top leaders are able to agree on an
activist program of any kind, whether market-oriented economic reform or something
else, they will almost certainly be able to develop enough of a bandwagon to bring along
the three regional bosses. All three are noted for being followers, rather than leaders.
Moreover, each of the three will be “termed out” at the end of their five years. Finally,
the roles designated for two of the three will reinforce a secondary position: Yu
Zhengsheng is expected to head the China People’s Political Consultative Congress
(CPPCC), while Zhang Dejiang is expected to head the National People’s Congress
(NPC). It is indeed possible that the NPC will take a stronger role in the next few years,
but if so that will likely be accompanied by an infusion of retired, but young and capable,
economic bureaucrats to the key NPC committees.
A great deal will depend on how effectively top politicians work together in the State
Council. Expectations in Beijing are for Zhang Gaoli to take over as Executive Vice-
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Premier when the new government is formed in March, thus stepping into the position
that Li Keqiang currently holds, but without the possibility of being a successor Premier.
Zhang Gaoli will certainly focus primarily on economic issues, but is hardly the strong
pro-reform voice that, for instance, Wang Qishan would have been. Since Xi Jinping’s
trip to Guangdong, it is widely expected that Wang Yang will also become a VicePremier, with primary responsibility for economic reform policy. Wang Yang was at Xi
Jinping’s side throughout Xi’s trip. As soon as Xi left, the formal end of Wang Yang’s
tenure in Guangdong was announced, and he revealed that he would move to Beijing.
Clearly, this timing was intentionally arranged to give Wang Yang additional visibility,
while also giving Xi an appropriately experienced local guide. If this is in fact the
configuration of the State Council that emerges in March—which is not yet certain—then
there will be plenty of top leadership attention given to economic affairs. The remaining
question will be how effectively these leaders will work together: Li Keqiang, Zhang
Gaoli, and Wang Yang at the State Council; Wang Qishan at the Central Disciplinary
Commission, but with his own strong ideas about economics; and Xi presiding over the
whole process. At a minimum, the concentration of leadership talent shows the priority
the top leadership is now giving to economic reform and the economy in general.

Conclusion
After several years in which it has been difficult to conceive of substantial improvements
in the Chinese economic system, today Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang have the potential to
create forward movement and institute significant change in the Chinese economic
system, and perhaps even some aspects of the political system. They have clearly
signaled their intention to reboot economic reforms, and the configuration of attitudes
and political power at the top of the Chinese system provides potential support for
substantive action.
It is impossible to say, at this point, whether Xi and Li will use the opportunity that they
have effectively. We do not, and perhaps cannot, know their true intentions and ultimate
objectives. They have not committed themselves to any specific measures or particular
approaches. We do not know how they will handle the tradeoffs among technically
difficult reform measures, some of which are unpopular and some highly popular. We do
not know how they will handle the tradeoff between system reform and other aspects of
economic policy, particularly macroeconomic and growth policy. We do not know how
they will handle the political tasks of coalition-building, balancing against interest groups
that will fight hard to block specific reforms. We do not know how Xi will choose to
balance the “rich country” and “strong army” sides of his leadership mission.
Xi and Li have, however, committed themselves to a process, and a type of outcome.
That is to say that they have committed themselves to a process of defining a
comprehensive economic reform program, and they have laid out some broad principles
for the kind of reform program that is being sought. This is quite explicit in the
declaration of the Central Economic Work Conference that convened December 15-16.
The conference laid out six primary economic tasks for 2013, the sixth of which was to
“comprehensively deepen” economic reform, and more specifically to “study in depth a
top level design and an overall long-term plan….and clearly provide an overall program,
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a road-map, and a time-table.”24 This is different from a signal: this is the initiation of a
process. Since the completion of the process is a primary task for 2013, we should expect
it to be completed by the 3rd Plenum in October or November 2013.
***This process will take time, but they need time. We should not expect dramatic
system reform moves in the next few months. There is no consensus in Beijing on the
shape of a revived economic reform program. There are plenty of ideas; there is plenty of
overlap among the ideas; and there is lots of common ground about the direction the
economic system needs to go. Most economists in Beijing can give you a list of a dozen
or more measures that should be taken, and there would already be significant overlap
among such lists.25 Now that the discussion has opened up, and the possibilities seem
more realistic, new types of input are also emerging, and there is more scope for
experimentation, as well. For this reason—and perhaps to accommodate Li Keqiang’s
ideas as well—the Economic Work Conference also called for “simultaneously pushing
forward gradualism and break-through measures; encouraging bold experimentation and
opening-up; and allowing people to cross the river by groping for stepping stones.” Most
importantly, we will see a year-long process of consensus-building. Various groups will
compete to advance their reform agendas and proposals. This process will ultimately be
structured by the top leadership,26 but the structure is not yet in place. Over the next few
months, and certainly by the time the new government is set in place in March 2013, we
will see a new, or existing but reformulated, organization, along with a handful of key
individuals, designated to formally oversee the drafting and consensus-building process.
This will be followed by extensive consultation, by multiple debates, and by repeated
drafts of an overall program. We have seen this process at work in China before, and we
know that it can on occasion achieve a successful outcome, and sometimes a dramatically
successful one. China’s renewed economic reform process faces enormous challenges
and substantial pitfalls, and it has just begun, so we cannot presume it will succeed.
However, failing to undertake or carry through the process would be even more
dangerous and damaging to China’s interests, and would hardly be compatible with the
“national revival” that Xi Jinping so obviously sees as his historical mission. Therefore,
we should take the gathering reform process extremely seriously, and it is not irrational to
have some hope for a dramatic and successful outcome.
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